Siamese, tabby, calico and persian
Don't forget to __ your pets every day
Angel, gold, guppy and neon tetra
Starts as a tadpole
Cockatiel, parrot, and canary
Equestrian pet
Furry little snake food
Slithering reptile that likes a warm home
Sociable weasel-like pets
A hotel for dogs
Iguanas, chameleons and geckos are types of __
Some pirates supposedly kept this kind of pet
Where large farm animals live
Hard-shelled reptile
A self contained living environment for your pet
Smaller than a guinea pig, bigger than a mouse
Most areas require dogs to be __ when out for a walk
The stone-faced __ __ was all the rage in the 1970's
Long-eared __ __ are soft pets
A tank holding fresh or saltwater for fish
Outdoor canine shelter
Much smaller than a parrot, and not as talkative
Large hairy spider
Dog is man's __ __
Many school classrooms have __ __ for pets
Steals his home from snails
Animal doctor
Cats like a __ __, it's better than the furniture!